Multielectron Chemistry within a Model Nickel Metalloprotein: Mechanistic Implications for Acetyl-CoA Synthase.
The acetyl coenzyme A synthase (ACS) enzyme plays a central role in the metabolism of anaerobic bacteria and archaea, catalyzing the reversible synthesis of acetyl-CoA from CO and a methyl group through a series of nickel-based organometallic intermediates. Owing to the extreme complexity of the native enzyme systems, the mechanism by which this catalysis occurs remains poorly understood. In this work, we have developed a protein-based model for the NiP center of acetyl coenzyme A synthase using a nickel-substituted azurin protein (NiAz). NiAz is the first model nickel protein system capable of accessing three (NiI/NiII/NiIII) distinct oxidation states within a physiological potential range in aqueous solution, a critical feature for achieving organometallic ACS activity, and binds CO and -CH3 groups with biologically relevant affinity. Characterization of the NiI-CO species through spectroscopic and computational techniques reveals fundamentally similar features between the model NiAz system and the native ACS enzyme, highlighting the potential for related reactivity in this model protein. This work provides insight into the enzymatic process, with implications toward engineering biological catalysts for organometallic processes.